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Department
PIMSY Screen Release Notes Self notes

Administration / 

Set Up
Client Division

We have added the ability to assign multiple divisions to clients. 

This new feature will work with Setting -95 (Prohibit users from 

viewing clients assigned to other divisions. ) A new setting has 

been added to the system (-306 NOTE - Limit the Divisions Users 

can select on Notes.) This setting when True will limit the choices 

in the Divisions drop down box on the Notes and SALs to only 

Divisions assigned to both the users and the clients. A setting of 

False will limit the list to only show the divisions assigned to the 

users.

Administration / 

Set Up

Documents / 

Portal

We have added a new Show in Portal check box to the document 

types. This box will allow documents of this type to be exposed in 

the client portal which is coming soon.

Administration / 

Set Up
Messaging

We have added the Created Date to the Appointment Reminders 

Messaging list so you can now filter based on when the 

appointment was created.

Administration / 

Set Up
Note List Screen

We have added a new button to the top of the global note list 

that will allow users with the proper permissions to update many 

notes at once to "Allow Unconditional Release". We have also 

added the Allow Release column to the Note list. Users with the 

proper permissions will be able to see and filter on this column.

Administration / 

Set Up

notes / bill code 

set up / template

We have added the ability to have templates associated with a 

specific billing code. A new billing code template column has been 

added to the master billing code list. A new template button has 

been added to the Note dialog boxes right next to the billing code 

drop down box. When pressed it will paste the template for the 

billing code into the Note box at the top of the Note.

Administration / 

Set Up

Pick list 

management

We have removed the Active flag on the Q&A Pick List Types. This 

field is not really necessary. If you don't need the pick list then 

remove it from the Q&A Question.

Administration / 

Set Up
Renewals

We have added a Expiration Alert Lead Time in Days field to the 

Renewal Sub Types. This will allow each type of renewal to send 

alerts on different intervals.

Administration / 

Set Up

Reports - stats by 

date

We have revamped the Reports / Stats by Client / Client Session 

Report Detailed grid report. It now is based more off the notes 

that were done instead of appointments scheduled. It also now 

includes the Location where the service was performed.



Billing / 

Invoicing
837p

We have made changes to the 837p form so modifiers stored on 

the Additional Servies Tab on Notes go out with the billing codes 

on the 837p EDEs. We have also modified the 837p files so if the 

payer is Medicare Part B then the Service Location Information 

will be sent with the claim even if the NPI numbers of the billing 

and service locations are the same. We have also modified the 

837p files so client middle name, prefix and suffix are included in 

the file that gets submitted. If this data is missing is will send 

nothing in those nodes. We have modified the 837p files to 

include the N in the CLM 8 segment when the client does not give 

assignment to the provider to accept payment. We have removed 

the MI from the MN1*QC line (Patient Information). The MI is no 

longer required.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Authorizations

We have corrected an issue where Authorizations put in the 

system ahead of time were not automatically deactivated when 

setting -13 is fired off every night. We have changed the routine 

to look at the Start date as well as the end date when 

automatically deactivating Authorizations.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Authorizations 

(basic Auth 

groups)

We have modified the Authorization screen and the billing code 

screen to contain an Auth. Group Pick List. This pick list will take 

the place of the "Basic Auth Group Field" which was used to force 

multiple codes to decrement at the same time. Now you can have 

multiple Auth Groups each of which decrement independently. 

You can set the default auth group in billing code management for 

each code and when the code is automatically added to the client 

it will bring that default over into the auths screen. New Profile 

Rules (Create, Modify, View and Delete) have been created for 

the Auth. Groups and the Pick List resided under the billing pick 

lists.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Authorizations 

Bulk Update

We have corrected an issue where the updated EndDates on 

Auths were displaying as the next day when the End date was in 

Daylight Savings Time.

Billing / 

Invoicing
bill code set up

We have reworked the Billing Code Management screen to 

behave more like the other screens in the system when rows are 

activated and deactivated.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Client Insurance

We have added a new Tertiary Insurance Tab to the Client 

Insurance areas in the Clients' chart and on the Take a payment 

Screen.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Client insurance 

tab & Take a 

payment

We have added a new field called Expiration Date to the 

Insurance areas in the client's chart and on the Take a Payment 

Screen.



Billing / 

Invoicing

client note start 

times

Setting (-333) NOTE -Default Note Time: This setting allows you to 

control what the default note time is on new notes. 12:00 AM is 

the default and will require the user to change it. Use the word 

NOW and the system will use the time the note is started. Use the 

word NOTREQUIRED to allow the system to put in 12:00 AM but 

not require the user to change it. Or specify any other valid time 

in the setting and the system will use that by default on each 

note.

Billing / 

Invoicing
EDE

We have added the Q&A Module (an Additional Details Button) to 

the Insurance Company screen that will allow PIMSY to control 

various aspects of the electronic billing process based on 

individual insurance companies.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Expected 

amounts through 

out

We have corrected an Issue with the Expected amounts when the 

units used went over the standard amounts.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Insurance Set up 

tab

We have added an Insurance Display name that when filled out 

will display most everywhere in the system with the exception of 

Invoicing. This name is useful when you have the same insurance 

with multiple addresses. The display name can be different to 

help identify which one you are using but it won't affect Electronic 

Billing.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Insurance set up 

tab

We have added a new UB Payer # field to the Payer / Insurance 

Management screen. This value will be used on the 837i 

intuitional billing EDE. If the value is absent the system will use 

the standard Payer # on the electronic claims.

Billing / 

Invoicing

invoice / take a 

payment

We've modified the Invoicing screen so if a user copies a claim 

line in the bottom invoicing grid the system will create an entry 

into the take a payment area if the copied line is for one of the 

self pay options. We have also modified the system so if an 

insurance company is changed on a claim in the bottom invoicing 

grid the system will automatically create an entry in the take a 

payment area if the new insurance company is for one of the self 

pay options. Conversely the system will remove any entries in the 

take a payment area if the insurance company is changed on a 

claim from a self pay option to a standard payer. We have also 

modified setting -68 that prevents claims from being marked 

invoiced if the note is not released. It will now check to see if the 

claim is for a self pay option or to insurance. If it is a self pay then 

it will allow the claim to be invoiced.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Invoicing

We have resolved the issue where billing code changes on 

Addendums did not always get changed on the invoicing screen.



Billing / 

Invoicing
Invoicing

We have added a new area on the invoicing screen that gives the 

totals for the session and the grand totals for the client. The 

values are placed in the bottom right hand corner and are derived 

from the client's statement. You can slide the divider back and 

forth to get more room.

Billing / 

Invoicing
invoicing

We have corrected an issue where the insurance company on 

uninvoiced self-pay claims was overwritten when the Note is 

released.

Billing / 

Invoicing
invoicing

We have made a slight change to how the primary flag is set on 

new claims. The primary flag will automatically be flagged if the 

insurance on the claim is not the secondary on the client.

Billing / 

Invoicing

invoicing 

/addendum

We have made modifications so when addendums are created on 

notes the system will update the private remarks on any invoiced 

claims so billing personnel can see what has changed on the 

claims. We have also extended the length for the public and 

private remarks on claims to 2000 characters. Finally we have 

modified the Addendum routine so if the selected billing code is 

not valid the user will not have to close the note to adjust the 

addendum.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Invoicing.

We have added a new Auto button on the Invoicing screen that 

will allow you to perform various actions to the invoicing screen 

in bulk. For instance you will be able to check all the invoiced 

boxes or uncheck all the paid boxes etc.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Invoicing/ 

payments

We have made adjustments to the 837 files to better handle Add 

on Codes. We have also made changes so the appropriate 

modifier automatically gets saved with the Add on Code when it is 

added to the note. Finally we have adjusted the 835 file import to 

better handle how Add On Codes are processed on RAs.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Note / Insurance

We have modified the system so when the insurance on a Note is 

updated it will update the uninvoiced claims for that note to that 

same insurance company.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Note Report 

spelling error

Servies has been changed to Services for the header of the billing 

codes listed on the Note Report.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Notes

New Setting -345 NOTE RELEASE - Allow Team members to 

Release Notes. This Setting when True will allow Team Members 

added to the note to release that note. When False only the 

person that started the note or other qualified users will be 

allowed to release it.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Notes / Add-on 

code 

Authorizations

We have made modifications to the system so if Add On codes for 

a single note cross over into different days. The system will 

automatically select the correct authorization for that date of 

service billing code combination. When the note gets released the 

appropriate auths. will then be decremented.



Billing / 

Invoicing
notes / locations

We have modified how service locations are automatically saved 

when notes are created. In this new version if the location code is 

"99 Other" on the note PIMSY will attach the default location on 

the client to the note as the service location. In the previous 

version PIMSY would clear that value out and it was up the user 

to put in an address.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Receipt and 

Statement

We have added two new standard document types called: 

Statement Footer Image and Receipt Full Footer Image. You can 

now upload images that contain text, fields or whatever you want 

into PIMSY under the Organization Documents. Use these 

Document Types to store your images. The system will pull these 

active images onto the Receipt Full Report and the Client 

Statement Report.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Receipt Full

We have modified the Receipt Report so if multiple codes have 

been included on the Note then the multiple codes will be listed 

on the Receipt. We have also added the Billing NPI Number. We 

modified the Receipt Full so the totals for the session show on the 

report along with what the client actually paid that day. We have 

also added the ability to add an image to the bottom of the 

Receipt Full report. This means that you can take a snippet from a 

word document and store it as in image in PIMSY. (Store the 

images under Organization Management / Documents ) These 

images will then appear on the receipt and on the statements 

when those reports are generated. Ask your PIMSY Administrator 

for details and size requirements.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Reports

We have added two new Stat Reports. Under Reports / Stats by 

Client you will see the new Client Aging Report. Client Aging 

Report: This report provides an Aging Report for each client. It 

shows totals due from the statement by each client for services 

that have yet to be marked paid in full based on the service date. 

Under Reports / Stats by Date you will see the new Payer Aging 

Report. Payer Aging Report: This report provides an Aging Report 

for all the Insurance Companies. It shows totals due by each payer 

for invoiced claims that have yet to be marked paid based on the 

dates claims were invoiced.

Billing / 

Invoicing

Reports - Stats by 

Date / Late note 

report.

We have added the Billable flag to the Reports / Stats by Date / 

Late Note Report.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Sal / payroll

We have resolved an Issues where the billing code did not always 

populate on the appointment when notes were created.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Statements

We have added a new check box to the main statement screen 

that will allow you to filter out clients that have a 0 Total Balance. 

It is called "Only Show Clients with a Non-Zero Balance". The 

original check box has been renamed "Only Show Sessions with 

Non-Zero Balance"



Billing / 

Invoicing
Statements

We have modified the system so the statement will only show 

that insurance is Pending when the Accepts Assignment flag is 

checked on the client's insurance. In cases where the clients are 

self-pay or where insurance is billed as a courtesy the Accepts 

Assignment box should be unchecked which will allow the 

statements to show that the clients owe for their claims on the 

balances.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Statements

We have modified the Main Statement to unconsolidate the Self 

Pay lines that are not attached to a Note or SAL. This will cause 

individual lines to appear on the statement for each transaction 

where the client paid something. We have consolidated the line 

where splits and adjustments were made and that total will 

appear on one line with the description "Payments Applied to 

Date (Office Use Only)". This line will also show which sessions the 

payments were allocated too. We have also modified the 

Statement grid that appears on the Co Pay / Self Pay screen. This 

grid now consolidates all the payments made by a client that are 

not attached to a Note or SAL onto one line. This will make it 

easier to do Splits. The description of the line will read "Account 

Payments and Credits (Consolidated)" We have modified the 

Statements to show all the billing codes (including Add-On codes) 

in the Description column. We have also revamped the statement 

to include the column headers when the codes spill onto a new 

page.

Billing / 

Invoicing
system settings

New Setting (-321) CLIENT - Default Accepts Assignment: This 

setting allows the system to automatically check or not check by 

default what the Accepts Assignment flag on the client insurance 

tabs when new clients are added to the system. If you generally 

take only self-pay clients then please use False. If you mostly 

receive payments from Insurance companies please use True. 

These values can be changed later under the Insurance Tabs on 

the Client.

Billing / 

Invoicing

take a payment / 

insurance

We have modified the Take a Payment Screen so when changes 

are made to the Primary Co Pay field or Primary Co Ins % the 

Buttons on the right of the screen for quickly filling out the 

payment amount automatically change.

Billing / 

Invoicing
Take Payment

We have made a modification to the Estimated Charge on the 

Take a Payment screen. It will now more accurately reflect what 

the client may owe even if the Note has not been created and if 

the client is strictly a self-pay client. The calculation will now 

follow the standard hierarchy and check the Billing Matrix, 

Insurance Set up, User Rates Tab and finally the billing code set up 

to determine what the estimated charge is.



Calendar / 

Scheduling
calendar

We have made changes in the upcoming version that will allow 

you to change both reoccurring appointments and group 

appointments at one time. The system will ask you if you want to 

change all the appointments or just the one you are on.

Calendar / 

Scheduling
Calendar

We have corrected the issue where errors would occur when 

Notes and other forms were viewed from the independent 

calendar. In this new version you will be given the option to open 

an independent calendar when the calendar button is pressed on 

the home screen. This calendar is completely independent from 

the other PIMSY form and will lock itself and require you to log 

out when you are finished.

Calendar / 

Scheduling

Calendar 

Appointment Box 

& Client Detail 

page

We have added a new Client Upcoming Appointment Report to 

the Appointment dialog and Client Details page. Simply click on 

the Brown Leaf button and select the report from the list. Setting -

305 will let you control the number of appointments that appear 

on the report.

Calendar / 

Scheduling
Calendar/Client

We have added the ability to create new clients from the 

Appointment Dialog box. If no client is selected on the 

Appointment Dialog box the Client button when pressed will load 

up a blank client screen that can be filled out with a new client's 

information. The client pick list will then refresh when the client 

dialog box is closed. If a client already exists on the appointment 

then the client button will behave has it always has.

Calendar / 

Scheduling

recurring 

appointments

We have resolved the issue where Client Groups were not being 

included / copied to the reoccurring appointments. We have also 

made modifications to the calendar that will allow you to change 

both Group and Reoccurring Appointments at one time instead of 

needing to go into each individual appointment. You will be 

prompted when you make an adjustment to a group or 

reoccurring appointment as to whether you want to save the 

changes for all the other appointments attached to that group.

Calendar / 

Scheduling
SAL Calendar

We have resolved an issue where the permission errors were 

improperly displayed when power users updated appointments.

Medical Records addendum

We've modified the Addendum Procedure to account for duration 

changes. The change in duration will now be reflected in 

Invoicing. Changing the duration will also update the times of the 

additional services on the note. The system will now add or 

subtract minutes to the start times of the other billing codes on 

the note to keep all the services back to back.

Medical Records Assessment Note

We have corrected an issue on the Assessment note where the 

Decision Support Dialog box didn't show and an error occurred 

when saving a diagnosis.



Medical Records
Assessment 

Notes

We have added a button on the Assessment Note that will take 

you to Medical Details screen which you normally have to get to 

from the client's chart. Here you can view and track Orders, Lab 

Results Etc.

Medical Records Authorizations

We have corrected an issue where the Start Dates on on the 

Auths that get automatically added to clients. When a client is 

created was off by a day when the client was added after 7pm 

EST.

Medical Records client detail page

We have renamed the Qualified Professional field on the Client 

Details Tab to be called Q.P. / Clinician II. We have found that not 

all practices have a QP.

Medical Records
client diagnosis 

codes

We have resolved an issue where multiple duplicate diagnosis 

codes were being saved in the clients chart when the users 

accidently filled out information on a diagnosis line without a 

diagnosis code or description. Going forward if no diagnosis or 

description is given the system will not save the line.

Medical Records
Client 

Management

We have added Created by, Created Date and Referral Source to 

the Client list in the Client Management area. These fields were 

requested and can not be filtered on.

Medical Records
Client Status 

screen

We have modified the Client Status log so when new clients are 

entered or inactive clients are reactivated the Date of Admission 

is stored instead of the date the client was actually activated.

Medical Records contacts

We have modified the Contact Names in the client's charts to now 

show the releationship. You no longer need to go into the contact 

to see the relationship.

Medical Records divisons

We have added a new setting to the system that will allow 

information on clients to be separated out by division. Setting -

335 Prohibit users from viewing client's PHI based on Division. 

This setting filters out the clients PHI (Diagnosis, Notes, etc) from 

users based on Division. If a client is assigned to multiple divisions 

and a user is only assigned to one the system will hide that 

division specific data from the user. Please use True or false.

Medical Records Documents

We have made an adjustment to the system that will prevent the 

corruption warnings when users download and open MS 

documents from PIMSY. (.docx, .xlsx, .pptx etc.).

Medical Records Documents

We are happy to announce that PIMSY is now integated with 

Ademero's Content Central Document Management product. 

From PIMSY you can now link directly to the Content Central 

Document management system where all your files can be stored. 

Content Central is a fully integrated enterprise level document 

management system that can help you get off paper. Visit 

www.ademero.com to find out more or call us for details. New 

Content Central Profile rules and Settings have been added to the 

system. Contact your PIMSY Administrator for details.



Medical Records e-scripts

We have modified how the ePrescribing window opens. If the 

user is on a 64 bit operating system PIMSY will open up a web 

browser that will allow all the features of the DRX system to work. 

When this happens PIMSY will open a small dialog box that will 

need to be closed once the user is finished prescribing for that 

client.

Medical Records

Group Notes take 

a payment / 

group notes

We have added a Take a Payment button to the Group Note 

Screen under the assigned clients list. Now you can simply 

highlight the client in the assigned list and hit the Take a Payment 

screen to take a payment from that client. When the Notes are 

created it will then link the Notes to the payments and create 

additional claims to bill to insurance.

Medical Records
invoicing 

diagnosis codes

We have added the ability to have multiple Primary Divisions on a 

client based on a division. There may only be one primary 

diagnosis for each individual division the client is in. Depending on 

which the division the notes are created for different diagnoses 

will show through out the system for the client.

Medical Records
Lab Result 

Processing

We have corrected an issue where Lab Result Data would not 

process when the Testing Date was blank in the Lab Result File.

Medical Records Note Release

We have modified the requirement in setting (-67) that states a 

note must have a primary diagnosis before it can be released. 

Now the setting will require that the Primary Diagnosis have a 

selection from the Diagnosis Code Drop Down box.

Medical Records Note Report
We have added the option to have a blank signature page print 

with the note report.

Medical Records Note Report

We have corrected an Issue where the Credentials of the person 

releasing the note did not always appear on the Assessment Note 

Report.

Medical Records Note report

We have modified the Note Reports so if Setting (-300) is False 

(NOTE - Hide the Service Date on the Additional Services Tab) 

then the Standard Service dates on the Note report will not show. 

Since a Note in rare cases can be on multiple days the report 

needs to reflect the multiple days.

Medical Records Note report
Reordered the modifiers so they show in the correct order

Medical Records Note Report

We have added the option to include the Next Appointments on 

the Assessment note report. We have also corrected an issue 

where Medication allergies did not appear on this report.

Medical Records Note Report

We have resolved an issue where note report page footer 

contained incorrect data when multiple notes were printed at one 

time and the individual notes exceeded one page.



Medical Records note reports

We have adjusted the note report so modifiers now appear in the 

correct order after the billing codes on the billing code section of 

the report.

Medical Records
Note, Take 

Payment

We have added the Take a Payment button to the Notes Dialog 

boxes. This will allow authorized users quick access to the clients 

account details and will also give them ability to take payments 

right from the note screen.

Medical Records Notes

Several settings that were once required when the note was 

released are now being required earlier when the note is 

Released for Review. The setting include... Setting -113: NOTE - 

Require Correct Line Count for Assessment Note Release Setting -

9: NOTE - Require Correct Line Count for Progress Note Release 

Setting -243: NOTE - Progress note required phrase 1 Setting -244: 

NOTE - Progress note required phrase 2 Setting -245: NOTE - 

Progress note required phrase 3 These settings allow the system 

to require more of the note writer before it gets to the reviewer.

Medical Records notes

We have modified the Note Dialog boxes so you can only type in 

the Notes and Q&A boxes if a billing code is selected. We have 

had multiple cases where users typed long notes only to find out 

the auth expired and the note couldn't be saved. This will prevent 

users from typing before the basic / required information on the 

note is filled out.

Medical Records Note's

We have made more improvements to the SAL and Note areas 

that should have a profound impact on the speed. Please let us 

know if you continue to see slowness that wasn't there before the 

update.

Medical Records Notes (Client)

We have added the Take a Payment Screen to the Note dialog 

boxes. Now if a user has the ability to take a payment from the 

client they can do so right from the note screen.

Medical Records notes / goal tab
We have modified the Note Dialog boxes so only Active Goals 

show in the Goal Grid.

Medical Records Notes BMI

We have corrected an issue where a message about the BMI 

calculation appeared multiple times when the user placed the 

cursor in the BMI field before filling out the height and weight. 

Now the user will only receive the message once. If the user fills 

out the height and weight before hand it will automatically 

calculate the bmi for them when the user places the cursor in that 

field.

Medical Records Notes Q&A

We have corrected an issue where if the new notes were released 

on the initial save the Q&A Answers did not save.



Medical Records Q&A

We have modified the system so the Signature Pad Control type 

will work on our standard Q&A through out the system. You can 

now place signature controls on any of the Q&A modules and 

allow users or clients to sign them. Those signatures will then 

show on the printed reports. The system as also been modified to 

prevent anyone from creating, modifying or deleting answers that 

existed prior to someone signing off on the questionnaire.

Medical Records Q&A Clients

We have added the circuling wait cursor to the save on the Misc 

Q&A on the clients chart which should help prevent people from 

saving and moving to the next record before the save has 

completed. In most cases it changes so fast users will not even 

see it. We have also resolved an issue where the Q&A tabs in 

clients charts were not saving on clients where the new client 

button had just been pressed.

Medical Records system settings

We have added a new setting to the system to control what the 

default session time is on a new Note that isn't created from the 

calendar. Setting -333: Note -Default Note Time, This setting 

allows you to control what the default Note time is on new Notes. 

12:00 AM is the default and will require the user to change it. Use 

the word NOW and the system will use the time the Note is 

started. Use the word NOTREQUIRED to allow the system to put 

in 12:00 AM but not require the user to change it. Or specify any 

other valid time in the setting and the system will use that by 

default on each Note.

Medical Records Take a payment

We have found and resolved the issue where billing codes would 

not show up on the take a payment screen on brand new clients. 

The issue was a Daylight Savings Time issue and has been resolved 

in this version.

Medical Records Treatment Plan

We have also partnered with Wiley publishing to bring you the 

best treatment plan content on the market. Now from PIMSY you 

will be able to pick and choose from the industry standard list of 

Problems, Goals, Objectives and Interventions and have them go 

right into the PIMSY Treatment Plan. Ask for a demo if you're 

interested.

Medical Records Treatment plan

We have added a new profile rule called Client TX - Can only see 

there own TX Plan. When a user has this profile rule and they are 

not a client administrator or a power user the system will hide 

anything on the treatment plan they did not create.


